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BIOGRAPHICAL/HISTORICAL SKETCH

Mary Darnell Booth
Mary E. Darnell Booth was born on 22 March 1894 in the Anderson township of Rush County, Indiana.  Her father,
George W. Darnell (b. December 1862 in Kentucky) was a farmer, and her mother was Ella I. Darnell (b. July 1857 in
Indiana).  Mary had an older brother, Clarence (b. September 1889); a younger sister, Clara May (b. November 1896);
and a younger brother, John Albert (called “Albert,” b. May 1899).  All of the Darnell children were born in Indiana.

It appears that Mary Darnell graduated from high school in Milroy, Indiana, in 1912, and that she attended nursing
school from 1916 to 1919 in Indianapolis at what was then known as the Methodist Episcopal Hospital of Indiana. She
is listed as a nurse in the Indianapolis city directory in 1920 and 1921, and as a supervisor at Methodist Hospital in
Indianapolis in the 1922 directory.

Mary E. Darnell married Julian F. Booth on 31 December 1921 in Marion County, Indiana. At the time of the 1930
census, they lived in the Perry Township of Marion County and had two children: Barbara (born ca. 1924) and Robert
(born ca. 1928). Julian was employed by a tool and dye maker, and no occupation was listed for Mary.

Mary E. Darnell Booth was killed in a car accident on 16 February 1931.

Sources:
Items in the collection.
 
Bacon, Bille Van Sickle.  Personal correspondence [ca. 1983].
 
Indiana Marriage Collection, 1800-1941 (http://www.ancestrylibrary.com). Accessed 7 June 2007.
 
Indianapolis City Directory.  Taylor, Mich.:  R.L. Polk & Co.  1920–1922.  General Collection:  F534.I55 A18 
 
U.S. Census, 1900, 1930 (http://www.ancestrylibrary.com).  Accessed 7 June 2007.
 
Methodist Hospital
The planning of the creation of Methodist Hospital in Indianapolis began in 1899. It wasn’t until 25 October 1905 that
the cornerstone for the Methodist Episcopal Hospital and Deaconess Home was laid at Capitol Avenue and Sixteenth
Street. The hospital opened on 26 April 1908. Seven years later the hospital had already added a new pavilion on either

http://www.ancestrylibrary.com/
http://www.ancestrylibrary.com/


side of the original structure to take care of the growing demand for patient services. On 20 April 1915, the name of
the hospital was shortened to the Methodist Episcopal Hospital of Indiana.

The hospital’s school of nursing also opened in 1908. Two young women were the first graduates in 1909. Five
students graduated in 1910, fourteen in 1911, and by 1919 there were 206 students in training there. Student nurses
were housed in cottages scattered around the hospital area.

Early students of the School of Nursing not only received their room and board, but also a monthly paycheck; in 1911
the monthly pay was six dollars. (Nursing students were not required to pay tuition until 1932.) Students sewed their
own uniforms. In the early years, nurses worked in the hospital from 7 a.m. till 7 p.m., and then attended evening
classes. In 1917 the day was shortened to eight hours of clinical work plus classes. Nurses’ duties also included
mopping floors and dusting.

The first yearbook of the School of Nursing was published in 1915. It shows that nursing supervisors taught such
subjects as practical nursing, surgical nursing, dietetics, and massage. Hospital physicians taught courses in anatomy,
bacteriology, obstetrics, gynecology, infectious diseases, children’s diseases, nervous diseases, and other medical
subjects.

Methodist Hospital built three other hospitals in other Indiana towns:  in 1918 one opened in Princeton; in 1923
hospitals opened in Gary and in Fort Wayne. Indianapolis’ Methodist Hospital supervised the operation of these three
hospitals until the 1940s, when they became autonomous.
 
Source:
 
Reed, Kenneth E. and Edward A. Leary. A Mission of Compassionate Health Care: The History of Methodist Hospital
of Indiana Inc. Indianapolis: Methodist Health Foundation, 1984. General Collection: RA982.I55 M487 1984
 
 
 
 
 
 

SCOPE AND CONTENT NOTE

This collection consists of one photographic portrait of Mary Darnell and two albums of snapshots that belonged to
her. One album holds primarily photographs of family and friends, and are dated 1912 or have no date recorded. The
other album holds some similar pictures, but mostly photographs of nurses and physicians at Methodist Episcopal
Hospital (now Methodist Hospital) in Indianapolis, and other locations. The photographs in the second album date
from 1916–1919.

Series 1, Portrait of Mary Darnell:  This series consists of one portrait of Mary Darnell; the occasion for the portrait
appears to be her high school graduation from Milroy High School in Milroy, Indiana (Rush County), in 1912.

Series 2, Photograph Album—Family and Friends:  This series includes a black-covered album of seventy-five
pages that have photos attached, plus eight loose pages of photos that had been inserted into the album. Many of the
photos are dated 1912. Subjects include portraits and snapshots of individuals and groups of people (most are
unidentified); farm scenes, including several animals (mostly horses); boating and swimming scenes; the Wabash River
near Fort Harrison; St. Mary’s cemetery; a train; a mill; and a photo postcard of the public school in Milroy, Indiana.
Some photos are missing from the album. The pages have been interleaved with acid-free paper by IHS as a
preservation measure. In the Series Contents listing, all photos are unidentified unless otherwise specified.

http://opac.indianahistory.org/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?SC=CallNumber&SEQ=20070531111201&PID=28365&SA=RA982.I55+M487+1984


Series 3, Photograph Album—Nurses, Doctors, Methodist Hospital:  This series includes a brown-covered album
of seventy-three pages that have photos attached, plus five loose photos that had been inserted into the album. On the
inside front cover of the album is written: “Chiefly tr[ai?]ning days / October 9, 1916–October 24, 1919.” This album
contains a few of the types of subjects seen in the other album (Series 2), but holds mostly snapshots of nurses,
doctors, and Methodist Hospital in Indianapolis. Other locations include other sites in Indianapolis, Irvington, Fort
Wayne, and Oklahoma. Some women are identified, but most only by first name. Most of the physicians are identified
by last name. There are a couple of portraits of young men in military uniforms. Some photos are missing from the
album. The pages have been interleaved with acid-free paper by IHS as a preservation measure. In the Series Contents
listing, all photos are unidentified unless otherwise specified.

 

 

SERIES CONTENTS

Series 1: Portrait of Mary Darnell

CONTENTS CONTAINER
Studio portrait mounted in oval format shows Mary
Darnell standing in light-colored dress with large
bow in the back of her hair (photo by Harley).
Written on front: “Mary Darnell.” Written on back:
“June 10, 1912 / Milroy / Graduation / Mary Darnell
Booth.”

Album Storage,
PAB,                      Folder 1

Series 2: Photograph Album—Family and Friends

CONTENTS CONTAINER
Two women in hats and coats seated outdoors in
residential area. Two young women seated outdoors,
possibly in a park. (page 1)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered album)  
                 

Man in sailor outfit standing outside building. Two
women standing on outdoor staircase of large
building. (page 2)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Small panoramic photo of same young woman in
five different poses; she is joined by another woman
in the middle pose.  Four young women with long
hair lying in the grass, propped up on their elbows,
facing the camera, with their feet up behind them.
(page 3)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                    

Two young women and two young men seated on a
suspended log. Two young men and two young
women seated on the grass in what may be a park;
the men are wearing the women’s hats and the
women are wearing the men’s hats (dated May
1912). (page 4)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   



Young woman seated on cylindrical object in what
may be a park, with hat on the ground. Four young
women and two young men seated on grass in what
may be a park (dated May 1912). (page 5)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Three young women in hats lying in the grass in
what may be a park. Seven young women standing
together outdoors, with caption: “[Mrs.?] Bledsoe’s
Girls.” (page 6)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Blurry photo of two women standing behind a patch
of blooming tulips in what appears to be a park.
Two women standing on a bridge over a river. (page
7)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Young woman in coat and hat standing in front of
archway of [ ? ] Normal School. Three young
women kneeling in front of four young women
standing outdoors. (page 8)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Group of young women outside of a building
(perhaps a school), with names written below:
Lucille Moon (or Lucille Moore?), Bonnie
Featherston, Ada Evans, Emma Smith, Iris Jackson,
Maybell (Lilis? Tilis? Libis? Tibis? Libio? Lilio?
Tibio? Tilio?), and Ruth B. (page 9)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Nine young women standing on outdoor staircase.
Four men squatting in front of five men standing
outdoors, with caption: “Boarding Club / 650 N.
6th.” (page 10)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Three men wearing suits and boxing gloves engaged
in boxing while two little girls watch from the street.
Back view of five women standing together with
their hair coiled up on their heads, with trees in the
background. (page 11)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Three women sitting on a ledge outside a large
building. Nine young women outside a building.
(page 12)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Woman standing outside large building, adjusting
her hair. Woman rowing a boat (dated June 9, 1912).
(page 13)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Tattered photo of cemetery with “cemetery St.
Marys” written on it. River scene with “Wabash near
Ft. Harrison / June 16, 1912” written on it. (page 14)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Birdseye view of train on railroad track, dated 1912.
Man and woman standing on stairs outside large
building. (page 15)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                    

Snapshot of Sacred Heart Church, Saint Mary-of- Album Storage, PAB,



the-Woods College, Terre Haute, Ind., “June 15,
1912 / Chapel St. M.” written on it. (page 16)

(black-covered
album)                   

Man in suit standing on grass. Landscape with town
[West Terre Haute] in distance, with “West T.H.
from West Bluffs” written on photo. (page 17)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Young man in band uniform, with caption “Clarinet
soloist / Cloverdale Concert Band – 1912.”  Horse-
drawn carriage. (page 18)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Oval cut portrait of man wearing bow-tie. Cut-out
portrait of woman with lace collar. Man rowing a
boat (photo dated 6-9-12). (page 19)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

“Dam and Mill near Forest Park / 6-9-12.”  Portrait
of young dark-haired woman.  Blurred photo of car
in front of a building, “Ellsworth 6-9-12” written on
it. (page 20)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered album)  
                 

“Cliffs, Forest Park.”  A dam (dated 9 June 1912).
(page 21)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Two poses of same woman in one photo, one
wearing glasses and one without. Circular photo of
two women standing outside large building. Two
cut-out photos of women standing in dark-colored
knee-length dresses (swim dresses?), stockings, and
high-buttoned shoes. (page 22)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Group of sixteen boys and girls standing outside
building (same group is on page 26). Four women
and three men in coats standing outside what may be
same building; one man is holding a broom. (page
23)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Two young men in coats standing outside a brick
building in the snow, each holding an icicle. Six
young men sitting in the snow, some with pipes or
cigarettes in their mouths. (page 24)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Young woman in dark dress standing in front of
house with porch swing. (page 25)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Sixteen boys and girls outside building (same group
as on page 23).  Two men with cows. (page 26)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered album)    
               

People with horse-drawn carriage in the snow. 
Blurry photo of cows and barns. (page 27)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Toddler in coat and hat, possibly on farm (chickens Album Storage, PAB,



in background).  Toddler standing, holding onto
chair. (page 28)

(black-covered
album)                   

Group of eleven men, women, and children, seated
on ground among trees. (page 29)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Five women standing together, with trees in
background. (page 30)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Woman sitting on fencepost. Cut-out photo of man
in suit and hat. (page 31)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Cut-out photo of young woman. Cut-out photo of
man in hat and coat, holding a cigarette. Circular
photo of woman adjusting her hair (smaller, darker
copy of photo seen on page 13). Cut-out photo of
man in suit sitting in chair. (page 32)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Large two-story building with porches and turret.
Two photos of horses on farm or ranch. (page 33)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Horse by stream. (page 34) Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                 

Horse in field, with cows in background. (page 35) Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Horse grazing by log structure. (page 36) Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Log buildings. Horse by log fence. (page 37) Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Two men with horse by corral with log structure.
Cut-out photo of man with branding iron. Cut-out
photo of man crouching. Men branding a horse.
(page 38)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Man with pony. Farm scene. Group of five women
sitting on grass. Two women and one man in
swimwear by lake. (page 39)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Fountain with woods and large building in
background. (page 40)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Thirteen people standing in front of stone wall Album Storage, PAB,



eating slices of watermelon. (page 41) (black-covered
album)                    

Lake scene with double-decker boat and people on
pier in background. (page 42)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Lake and clouds. (page 43) Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Four women in a rowboat. Stone wall with archway.
(page 44)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Woman sitting and holding umbrella. Two women
sitting by lake. (page 45)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

One photo missing. Four women outdoors. (page 46) Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Unclear photo of what appears to be a woman in a
nurse’s uniform (face not in picture), with perhaps
babies in foreground. Four women on outdoor
staircase. (page 47)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Five women in swim dresses and two boys in
swimsuits in or by lake. Two women standing
outside of house. (page 48)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Black-and-white photo postcard of public school in
Milroy, Ind. (photo by G.L. Fueglister “The Post
Card Man”). (page 49)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Portrait of little girl. Portrait of woman in nurse’s
uniform. (page 50)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Two women, one appears to be older than the other;
along left margin by younger woman is written,
“This is I.” Along right margin by older woman is
written, “This is my twin sister.” The two women
are dressed alike, and each is holding something that
could be a rolled up diploma. (page 51)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Men on horses in a corral.  Tree with ax stuck in it
lying on the ground in front of a house. (page 52)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Threshing machine with several men and horses.
(page 53)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   



Field of crops with barn in background. (page 54) Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Man and woman, each on horseback, with barn in
background. (page 55)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Older woman with little girl and toddler.  Woman by
hydrangea bush and house. (page 56)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Old woman sitting in rocking chair by woman, three
men, and a baby sitting on ground between a house
and a dirt road, with barn in background. (page 57)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Three women (one holding a baby), a girl, a man,
and a boy standing in front of a porch (man sitting
on porch in background). (page 58)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Portrait of baby. (page 59) Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Rabbit in the snow.  Photo missing. (page 60) Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Three photos of unidentified people: woman and
man sitting outside of house; woman with long hair;
girl standing by tree. (page 61)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Snow scene with house and trees. (page 62) Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Four people by fence. Dark horse by fence. (page
63)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Photo missing. (page 64) Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Woman with covering over her head and shoulders. 
Three women in a car, with someone lying on the
ground underneath the car. (page 65)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Boy lying in the grass near a house.  Photo missing.
(page 66)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Three photos of unidentified people: woman seated
on unidentified object outdoors; group of adults and
children; baby in a stroller outside of a house. (page

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   



67)

Three young children, each holding a puppy; two of
the children look like they could be twins; the
puppies look like triplets. (page 68)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Photo missing. (page 69) Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Cut out photo of woman in coat. Photo missing.
(page 70)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Cut out photo of woman standing by house. (page
71)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Photo missing. (page 72) Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Two different portraits of what appears to be the
same young woman. (page 73)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Woman in apron standing on fence ledge by cows
and pigs, with barns in background. (page 74)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Two photos of unidentified young men:  three men
by wagon in front of house, one man has a guitar;
four men on a porch. (page 75)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Portrait of a man in a hat and suit, holding a cigar;
“C.A. Ruby” is written below. (page 76)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Three photos of unidentified people: older woman
and toddler with big dog; group of six people; man
and baby with dog. (page 77)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Three photos of unidentified toddlers: one in a
bonnet standing in a yard; two in dresses standing by
wall (possibly twins); two standing in yard,
including the one in the bonnet. (page 78)

Album Storage, PAB,
(black-covered
album)                   

Loose page from album: Three men with farm
equipment (possibly a threshing machine). One
missing photo. On reverse of page are two badly
faded photos showing people by a house.

Album Storage, PAB,
Folder 2                   

Loose page from album: Small cropped photo of
man standing with his arms folded. Portrait of a man
in a suit seated in a chair. On reverse of page is a

Album Storage, PAB,
Folder 2                   



photo of a toddler seated in the grass with two dogs.

Loose page from album: Portrait of an older woman
wearing glasses. On reverse of page is a portrait of
two young men in suits.

Album Storage, PAB,
Folder 2                    

Loose page from album: Faded photo of someone
sitting on a fence post. A girl, dog, and boy standing
by two babies in a stroller. On reverse of page are
two photos: two women in coats and hats standing
outside a house; a man sitting on a slat of wood
propped up by a wooden fence.

Album Storage, PAB,
Folder 2                   

Series 3: Photograph Album—Nurses, Doctors, Methodist Hospital

CONTENTS CONTAINER
Photo of an office with a desk, lamp, chair, book
cases, portraits and other pictures, American flags,
British Union Jack, and another three-striped flag (in
black-and-white). (page 1)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Woman standing by fence (a hole in the photo has
removed her face). Snow scene. (page 2)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Three cut-out photos: young woman; two men with
a horse; man with suitcase. (page 3)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

“Corner 16th & Capital [sic] Ave from north roof-
garden” [16th Street and Capitol Avenue in
Indianapolis].  Woman in hat standing in park with
large building in background; caption appears to
read: “Im Military Park & Jack.” (page 4)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Reynolds boardinghouse. Woman in horse-drawn
carriage. (page 5)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Portrait of young man wearing glasses and Navy
uniform (photo by Bell’s Studio of Pensacola, Fla.).
(page 6)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Page with two photos missing, but captions read:
“Real Country Life!” and “Country products!” (page
7)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Page with two photos missing, but captions read:
“Looking from the back-door” and “Just after
sunrise.” (page 8)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Page with two photos missing, but captions read:
“Garden – Fall of 1919” and “Spring time.” (page 9)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered album) 



                 

Side view of dog, with caption: “Collie.” (page 10) Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Page with two photos missing. (page 11) Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Page with two photos missing; one had caption:
‘Teddy.” (page 12)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Page with two photos missing; one had caption: “On
the corn crib.” (page 13)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Page with two photos missing; one had caption:
“Early on a Monday Morning.” (page 14)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Page with missing photo, with caption: “Home!”
(page 15)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Two photos of a group of 13-14 people beside a
house, with cars parked nearby. (page 16)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Nurse holding two babies in her lap, with caption:
“Sun Parlor at Ft. Wayne.” (page 17)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Eight nurses standing outside of building, with
caption: “Princeton. ’Nuff said!” (page 18)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Page with missing photo, with caption: “The
Inseparable.” (page 19)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Two nurses standing by wall. One nurse standing by
windows. (page 20)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Six nurses, with caption: “Surgery & Ob.”  Nurse
seated in chair outdoors, with caption: “Salome.”
(page 21)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Missing photo, with caption: “Where are her teeth?”
Three nurses, with caption: “Just silly & harmless.”
(page 22)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Four nurses standing outdoors near buildings, with Album Storage, PAB,



caption: “The real Four [unreadable] 15th St. / Oct.
1917 – Oct. 1918.” (page 23)

(brown-covered
album)                  

Two nurses, with caption: “On the roof / March
191[?].” (page 24)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Missing photo, with caption: “Probationers / 16th &
Cap. / Oct 1916.”  Nurse standing with large
building (probably hospital) in background, with
caption: “1917.” (page 25)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Nurse sitting in grass, with caption: “Just Kate!”
(page 26)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Page with missing photo, with caption: “In the
shadow of the steeple / Nov. [6?] 1918 – May 28
1919.” (page 27)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Nurse sitting on ledge, with caption: “Della.” Three
nurses, with caption: “Seniors / Summer 1918.”
(page 28)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Nurse standing by rocking chair, with caption:
“Innocence Abroad!” Missing photo, with caption:
“Time to Take T.P.R.” (page 29)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Page with missing photo, with caption: “Della /
Elizabeth / Faye.” (page 30)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Three nurses wearing caps, sitting on a ledge, with
the caption: “Without Caps and Bibs.” (page 31)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Three nurses standing together, with caption:
“Before taking.” Three nurses with caption, “Just
brought in!” (page 32)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Large house at corner of 16th Street and Capitol
Avenue, Indianapolis, with caption: “Corner 16th

and Cap.” Missing photo with caption: “Nuff said.”
(page 33)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Nurse sitting in chair on hospital roof, with caption:
“Splatterfoot.” (page 34)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Page with two photos missing; one had caption:
“Pals.” (page 35)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Two women standing in yard, one holding a cat. Album Storage, PAB,



Man with cat in yard. Caption on page reads: “In
Irvington during the War.” [Irvington, Ind., during
WWI] (page 36)

(brown-covered
album)                  

Cat in yard. Two nurses on roof, with caption: “Only
Loving.” (page 37)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Two group photos of nurses, possibly doctor(s), with
caption: “Surgery.” (page 38)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Two men standing on roof. Closer-up photo of same
two men. Page caption reads: “Doctors Noble and
Edwards.” [possibly Dr. Thomas Noble] (page 39)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Missing photo, with caption: “Dr. Kast / Miss
Paine.” Man in surgical garb on roof, with captions:
“The best-looking man in the world” and “Dr.
Cabalzar.” [Probably Dr. Charles L. Cabalzar, listed
as an Indianapolis physician in the 1930 census.]
(page 40)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Man in suit standing on roof. Closer-up photo of
same man. Page caption reads: “Dr. Walker.” (page
41)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Methodist Episcopal Hospital facade, with caption:
“M.E.H.” (page 42)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Exterior of section of Methodist Episcopal Hospital,
with each floor designated in caption: “South Sun
Parlor / B [Basement] Ambulance Drive / 1st

Children’s Ward / 2nd Rest Room / 3rd Men’s Ward
#337 / 4th Nursery / 5th Delivery Room.” (page 43)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Monument Circle, Indianapolis, with caption:
“Looking east from Market St.”  “Liberty Arch
1919.” (page 44)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Missing photo, with caption: “No harm Meant!”
Three nurses on the roof, two with a leg up being
held by another. (page 45)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Dr. Koons standing on the roof. Closer-up photo of
Dr. Koons. Page caption reads: “Dr. Koons. So
Pleasant and Jolly.” (page 46)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

A woman on the roof in surgical garb with hands on
her hips, with caption: “Not even a good imitation.” 
Three women in surgical garb on the roof, bending
over one behind another, with hands on person in
front of her, with caption: “This is a good one.”

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  



(page 47)

Missing photo. Surgery scene with several people.
Page caption reads: “Dr. Noble’s surgery.” [Possibly
Dr. Thomas Noble] (page 48)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Woman on roof in surgical garb, with caption:
“Kate.” Two women on roof in surgical garb (one
appears to be “Kate”), with caption: “Dr. Gabe’s
twins.” (page 49)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Surgery scene with several people, with caption:
“Dr. Ross’s operating.” Dark photo of three people
probably in operating room, with caption: “N.S.S. in
the making.” (page 50)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered album) 
                 

Woman on roof in surgical garb, with caption:
“Thelma S.” Two women on roof, one holding the
other in both her arms, off the ground, with caption:
“A happy Lift.” (page 51)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Four men in surgical garb on roof [one appears to be
Dr. Cabalzar from earlier page]. Missing photo, with
caption: “Those working for Barnhill.” [possibly Dr.
John F. Barnhill] (page 52)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Two women in swim dresses by lake, with caption:
“Mermaids.” One woman in swim dress standing in
water, with caption: “Harmless.” (page 53)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Two women in swim dresses lounging by a lake,
feet near the camera, with caption: “Chiefly feet!”
Woman in swim dress standing by water, with
caption: “Uthfullness [sic] unattired!” (page 54)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Nurse standing in yard, holding a baby. Two nurses
standing together, one is holding something, with
caption: “Working hard.” (page 55)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Two photos of a woman standing in yard by what
appears to be a residential area, with page caption
that reads: “15th St. Summer 1918.” (page 56)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Three nurses standing on roof, one is holding a
baby, with caption: [6th?] floor / Ft. Wayne.” (page
57)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Four people standing, dressed in surgical garb
including hats and masks, with caption: “Surgery /
Ft. Wayne.” (page 58)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Nurse standing on roof with twin spires of church in
background. (page 59)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  



Four nurses (two standing and two squatting) on
roof, with twin spires of church in background.
(page 60)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

One woman in foreground sitting on ledge, two
women in background standing by a structure, with
caption: “Not a nurse in sight!” (page 61)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

About a dozen nurses standing together, with
caption: “Bacculaureate [sic] Morning.” (page 62)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Two men in suits standing on roof. Closer-up photo
of same two men. Page caption reads: “Drs.
Doeppers and Hickman.” (page 63)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                   

Smiling man in suit on roof. Same man in striped
shirt and bow tie standing on roof with nurse. Page
caption reads: “Dr. Conway – the sober.” (page 64)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

One photo missing. Photo of two men in suits on
roof, with caption: “Drs. Mertz and Hamer.”
[possibly Dr. Homer C. Hamer]  Page caption reads:
“Nice Men.” (page 65)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Nurse standing on roof holding baby. Closer-up
photo of same nurse holding baby. Page caption
reads: “Gene / Sept. 1919.” (page 66)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Another nurse standing on roof holding baby. Photo
missing. (page 67)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                   

Corner of 16th and Illinois streets in Indianapolis: 
street scene showing pharmacy of John C. Peacock
and the Fournace Wheel Co., with caption: “Cor.
16th & Ill. Looking west showing mail box.” Street
scene showing David Shane’s grocery store, Scott’s
Drug Store with Coca-Cola sign, cars, and streetcar,
with caption: “Cor. 16th & Ill. Looking N.E.” (page
68)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Two nurses standing by tree, with caption: “Gene
and Brownie / Summer 1919.” (page 69)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Large houses by street corner, with caption: “Tudor
Hall / 1550 N. Mer.” [1550 N. Meridian Street,
Indianapolis]  Street scene showing back of house,
with caption: “Cor. 15th & Ill.” [corner of 15th and
Illinois streets, Indianapolis ] (page 70)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Missing photo, with caption: “Sisters.”  Young
woman, young man, and older woman, with cars and

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered



trees in background, with caption: “My Family.”
(page 71)

album)                  

Missing photo, with caption: “Eats. Garfield Park.”
(page 72)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Two toddlers in dresses, with caption: “All Twins!”
Missing photo. (page 73)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

James Whitcomb Riley’s home on Lockerbie Street,
Indianapolis, with caption: “Riley’s Home.” Street
scene, with caption: “Lockebie [sic] St. / Looking
west.” (page 74)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Two men in suits standing on roof. Same two men
standing on roof with two nurses. Page caption
reads: “Drs. McCaskey and Link.” [probably Dr.
C.H. McCaskey and Dr. Goethe Link] (page 75)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Three men standing on roof. Closer-up photo of
same three men. Page caption reads: “Dr. Asby / Dr.
Warvel / Dr. Harding.” [probably Dr. John H.
Warvel, Sr.; a druggist by name of Charles W.
Harding is listed as a druggist at Methodist
Episcopal Hospital in 1920 census] (page 76)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Nurse standing on roof. Closer-up photo of same
nurse. Page caption reads: “Miss Bachinger / Base
Hosp. #32.” [perhaps Elizabeth Bachinger or her
sister Clara] (page 77)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Three photos of one or two women swimming in
lake. Page caption reads: “No Posing on this page!”
(page 78)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Two women in surgical garb at table with
instruments, with caption: “Bessie Enders & Frances
Smith.” Dark rounded object, with caption: “Only a
tumor!” (page 79)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

The Circle Theatre on Monument Circle,
Indianapolis, with sign reading “Circle Theatre
Photo Plays” and cars parked in front, with caption:
“The Circle.” Nurse standing on roof of hospital.
(page 80)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Halftone portrait of nurse, with caption: “Miss
Brown.” Portrait of nurse, with caption: “Sleepy.”
Missing photo, with caption: “MA.” (page 81)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Woman holding baby, standing with man in yard of
residential area, with caption “Baby Greely / 2908
Webster St. / Ft Wayne.” Rocky ledge with five

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  



people sitting on top, with caption: “Oklahoma.”
(page 82)

Woman in hat, standing in yard, with caption: “Just
Polly.” Cut-out photo of nurse standing. (page 83)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Cut-out photo of man standing in military uniform,
with caption: “Slim / 45th Machine Gun Co. / Ft.
Harrison / Summer 1918.” (page 84)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Dark photo of waterfall. Two blank pages, then
another photo of a waterfall, followed by two more
blank pages. (pages 85-90)

Album Storage, PAB,
(brown-covered
album)                  

Loose photo from album: nurse standing on roof of
hospital.

Album Storage, PAB,
Folder 3

Loose photo from album: four nurses on roof. Album Storage, PAB,
Folder 3

Loose photo from album: two nurses standing on
roof (photo has a crease in it).

Album Storage, PAB,
Folder 3

Loose photo from album: three nurses sitting on
outdoor staircase and ledge.

Album Storage, PAB,
Folder 3

Loose photo from album: two women sitting
together, one is wearing a nurse’s cap.

Album Storage, PAB,
Folder 3
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